the exact reconstruction of a binary image from its morphological representation. The necessary conditions derived are obtained by two separate approaches. In the first approach, we use the necessary and sufficient conditions to derive necessary conditions given by a direct restriction on the morphological thining transformation for the exact reconstruction of a binary image from its morphological representation. In the second approach, however, we use the morphological reconstruction transformation directly to derive necessary conditions given by a direct restriction on the morphological thining transformation for the exact reconstruction of a binary image from its morphological representation. Finally, in Section V, a brief summary and discussion of our results is provided.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce some basic notions of mathematical morphology.
We shall restrict ourselves in this presentation to discrete and binary images {f(z) E {O,l}: z E 2'} (where 2 denotes the set of integers). A discrete and binary image will be denoted by a set x given by X = {z E 2': f(z) = l}. The complement X' Of a set X is given by Xcu= {z E 2': f(x) = O}. The symmetric X of a set X is given by X = {-x: z E X } . The translation X , of a set X by vector y is given by X, = (2: z = z+y, z E X } . The set difference X I -X:! of sets X 1 and XZ is given by X I -X Z = XI n X z . The cardinality 1 x 1 of a set X is given by 1x1 = CZEzz f(z), i.e., the cardinality of a set denotes the total number of elements contained in the set.
Let the structuring element B denote a finite set (i.e., ( B ( < CO).
The erosion X 6 B and dilation X @ B of a set X by a structuring element B are given by 
MORPHOLOGICAL IMAGE REPRESENTATION
In this section, we present the morphological representation of binary images. A criteria for the invertibility of the morphological representation of binary images is also proposed. The morphological representation R ( X ) of image X is given by Finally, from (4) and (ll), we obtain (9).
that We now assume that (9) is satisfied. From (4) and (9), we observe
where the morphological representation subset of order n Rn (X) is given by
In a general framework, a morphological representation R(X) is
( 12) for n = O , l , . . . , N .
From (4) we observe that Y A (~) ( X ) 2 [R,(X) CE A ( m ) ] , for m = n, n + 1 , . . . , N . Therefore, we observe that .
-
In this presentation, however, we shall restrict ourselves to a particular reconstruction criteria.
for n = O , l , . . . , N , i.e., the invertibility criterion used in this presentation requires the exact reconstruction of the morphological
It is important to notice in particular that, if a morphological representation R ( X ) of an image X is invertible, then
Finally, from (12) and (13), we obtain (8).
This completes the proof.
0
The necessary and sufficient conditions obtained are given by a restriction defined in terms of the morphological thining transformation (sec. (9)). The necessary and sufficient conditions, however, do not form a direct constraint on the morphological thining transformation. In the next two subsections, we provide conditions given by a direct restriction on the morphological thining transformation for the invertibility of the morphological representation of binary images.
B. SufJicient Conditions
We shall now use the necessary and sufficient conditions to provide sufficient conditions given by a direct restriction on the morphological i.e., the invertibility criterion used in this presentation also requires the exact reconstruction of the image X from the morphological representation R ( X ) .
thining transformation for the invertibility of the morphological representation Of binary images.
The following lemma shall be used in the proof of Corollary 1. Lemma 1: Given X 1 , X 2 , and B , then IV. MORPHOLOGICAL IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION In this section, we derive conditions for the invertibility of the morphological representation of binary images.
A. Necessary and SufJicient Conditions
We shall now provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the invertibility of the morphological representation of binary images.
In This completes the proof.
0
In the following corollary, we derive sufficient conditions given by a direct restriction on the morphological thining transformation for the exact reconstruction of the morphological openings Proof: From (14) and (15), we observe that We shall now use two separate approaches to provide necessary conditions given by a direct restriction on the morphological thining transformation for the invertibility of the morphological representation of binary images.
In the following corollary, we use the necessary and sufficient conditions to derive necessary conditions given by a direct restriction on the morphological thining transformation for the exact reconstruction 
The necessary conditions presented in Corollary 3 yield a direct constraint on a specific morphological thining transformations.
V. SUMMARY
In this correspondence, we investigated the invertibility of the morphological representation of binary images. A criteria for the invertibility of the morphological representation of binary images has been proposed. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the exact reconstruction of a binary image from its morphological representation were provided. The necessary and sufficient conditions obtained are given by a restriction defined in terms of the morphological thining transformation. The necessary and sufficient conditions, however, do not form a direct constraint on the morphological thining transformation. The necessary and sufficient conditions were subsequently used to derive sufficient conditions, which were given by a direct restriction on the morphological thining transformation for the exact reconstruction of a binary image from its morphological representation. The sufficient conditions obtained are identical to the sufficient conditions proposed in [8] and [9] . An alternative proof of the sufficient conditions has consequently been provided. Necessary conditions, which were given by a direct restriction on the morphological thining transformation for the exact reconstruction of a binary image from its morphological representation were also derived. The necessary conditions derived were obtained by two separate approaches. In the first approach, the necessary and sufficient conditions were used to derive necessary conditions, which were given by a direct restriction on the morphological thining transformation, for the exact reconstruction of a binary image from its morphological representation. In the second approach, however, the morphological reconstruction transformation directly was used to derive necessary conditions, which were given by a direct restriction on the morphological thining transformation, for the exact reconstruction of a binary image from its morphological representation.
